
Math 109 Spring 2006 HW 2HW Due Wednesday 4/19/06 in lassExerise and page numbers refer to Flether and Patty, 3rd edition.Chek them against a friend's book if you have another edition. Workingwith a lassmate is �ne, but the �nal writeup should be your own work.Part 0These are suggested exerises for extra pratie if you feel you need it. Donot hand these exerises in.FP, Chapter 1, #75, 77, 88, 92, 93, 94FP, Chapter 2, #3, 7, 10, 11, 23, 25, 44, 47Part 1These are exerises from the book whih you are to turn in, but they willnot all be arefully graded.FP, Chapter 1, #91, 99FP, Chapter 2, #24, 30, 43Part 2These are more hallenging and/or longer exerises.1. (a) Let A and B be sets. Now prove that A � B if and only ifP(A) � P(B). 1



(b). Prove that if P(A [B) = P(A) [ P(B), then A � B or B � A.2. Prove that for any 3 sets A, B, and C, one hasA [ (B \ C) = (A [B) \ (A [ C):3. Let U be some universe. A subset A � U is alled o�nite if theomplement of A in U has �nitely many elements.Now prove: If A and B are o�nite subsets of U , then A \ B is alsoo�nite.4. A pythagorean triple is a triple of positive integers (a; b; ) suh thata2 + b2 = 2. In other words, a set of three numbers is a pythagoreantriple if there exists a right triangle having these three integers as its sidelengths. The triples one most ommonly enounters when one �rst studiesright triangles are (3; 4; 5) and (5; 12; 13).(a) Are there are other pythagorean triples besides (3; 4; 5) whih onsistof three onseutive positive integers? Either give an example of anothersuh triple, or else prove no other suh triple an exist.(b) Prove that there are in�nitely many pythagorean triples (a; b; ) forwhih  � b = 1. (Suggestion: diret proof by onstruting them expliitly.Start by �nding some small ones and look for a pattern.)() Prove that there does not exist a pythagorean triple (a; b; ) suhthat a is odd, b is odd, and  is even. (Suggestion: Assume (a; b; ) is suha triple and derive a ontradition.)5. (a) Let n be an integer. Prove that if 3jn2, then 3jn. (Suggestion:Prove the ontrapositive.)(b). Prove that p3 is irrational. (Hint: follow the example of the proofby ontradition given in lass that p2 is irrational. Part (a) may be helpful,so you an assume part (a) even if you an't do part (a)).
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